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1. 150 great places to work in healthcare 2016 Full story

2. Drs. Nathan Anderson, Chester Yokoyama — 5 dentists making headlines Full story

3. 3M opens $150M lab, Henry Schein’s operating cash flow hits $587M & more — 4 key notes Full story

4. Following mega losses, Presence to cut 250 jobs Full story

5. Dr. Maryam Douraghy participates in Smiles For Life Campaign — 3 facts Full story

6. UConn School of Dental Medicine gains reaccreditation: 5 notes Full story

7. Willamette Dental Group opens Washington office — 4 notes Full story

8. Possible diagnosis of rare brain disease causes Arkansas hospital to close ORs Full story

9. Dr. Paul Lewis Keener dies at 81 — 3 notes Full story